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Adversity by Regulating RNA
Polymerase
Under growth-limiting conditions, budding yeast shut down transcription
of genes of the translation apparatus. Recent studies have shown that
this response is signaled, in part, by multiple pathways that converge on
Maf1, leading to a change of this protein’s phosphorylation state and its
relocation to the nucleus, where it represses RNA polymerase III.E. Peter Geiduschek
and George A. Kassavetis
Actively dividing cells dedicate
about three-quarters of their
nuclear transcription to producing
the RNAs of the translation
machinery. RNA polymerase (pol)
III, which makes 5S ribosomal RNA,
precursor tRNAs and a handful of
other small RNAs, is responsible
for about 10–15% of the nucleoside
triphosphate consumption by
nuclear transcription. The high
(free) energy cost of this activity
provides a powerful selective
advantage to being able to
coordinate pol III (and pol I) activity
with cell growth. For free-living
microorganisms this means that
pol III activity must respond to
changes in the environment that
are signaled through diverse
pathways [1].
In 2002, Ian Willis and colleagues
[2] showed that, in the budding
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
multiple signaling pathways
converge on a single protein,
Maf1, the key negative regulator
of pol III transcription. Maf1
proteins are ubiquitous in the
eukaryotes; they have three
relatively conserved segments
that have not been found in anyother proteins. No structure has
yet been determined for a Maf1
protein; S. cerevisiae Maf1, with
395 amino acids, is somewhat
larger than others. Three recent
papers [3–5] greatly advance our
understanding of the mode of
action of Maf1 and put the key
puzzles about its mechanism of
action into sharp focus.
The MAF1 gene was originally
identified in a yeast screen for
mutations affecting the efficiency
of action of a nonsense suppressor
tRNA: a nonsense mutation
truncating Maf1 greatly diminished
suppression and was shown also
to confer temperature sensitivity
for growth on glycerol as the sole
carbon source. (Both phenotypes
are handy for genetic analysis but
their physiological and mechanistic
relation to what follows remains
obscure.) Overexpression of
a fragment of the largest pol III
subunit, Rpc160, suppressed
these phenotypes, indicative of
a genetic interaction between Maf1
and pol III [6].
The new research connecting
Maf1 with the regulation of pol III
transcription started with a
four-laboratory collaboration
which showed that certain RPC160
mutations also suppress theabove-mentioned maf1 mutant
phenotypes, and obtained
evidence for a physical Maf1–pol III
interaction. Cells with tagged
RPC160 and MAF1 genes yielded
extracts in which modest fractions
of Rpc160 and Maf1 were found to
co-immunoprecipitate. Deleting
MAF1 was also found to elevate
cellular levels of mature tRNAs
considerably, and crude extracts
from these cells were found to be
more active for all pol III
transcription than the
corresponding wild-type cells [7].
Shortly thereafter, it was shown
that cells lacking Maf1 do not
repress pol III transcription in
response to genotoxic stress,
treatment with chlorpromazine
(generating membrane stress, as
would secretory defects) or
rapamycin (mimicking nutrient
limitation), or after undergoing the
transition to stationary phase.
It was concluded that the
separate signaling pathways
communicating these stresses to
the pol III transcription machinery
converge on Maf1 [2].
Fast forward to 2006 and the
most recent work that is the
principal motivation for this
dispatch. This work has clarified
a number of important points about
Maf1. It is a phosphoprotein with
six consensus protein kinase A
(PKA) phosphorylation sites and
two nuclear localization signals,
one of which overlaps two PKA
sites. Maf1 is predominantly
cytoplasmic in actively growing
cells [3,4] but further analysis [5]
has shown that there is also
considerable nuclear accumulation
under these conditions. When
cells are shifted to conditions that
lead to repression of pol III
















Figure 1. Maf1 is the key
negative regulator of RNA
polymerase III transcription
in budding yeast.
The red symbols indicate
the actions of unidentified
effectors that change the
balance between multiple
phosphorylation states of
Maf1 in favor of hypophos-
phorylation upon repressive
signaling. The green broken
arrow represents a nuclear
activation event that Maf1
must undergo in order to be
effective in repressing pol
III. The broken blue bar indi-
cates that repression may
also target TFIIIB.transcription, Maf1 is extensively
dephosphorylated and becomes
exclusively nuclear [3,4].
The recent work has confirmed
that Maf1 co-immunoprecipitates
with pol III [3,4]. That this is due
to a direct interaction with Rpc160
is most persuasively indicated
by experiments in which crude
extracts of Escherichia coli or
insect cells separately
expressing Maf1 and an Rpc160
fragment were combined for
immunoprecipitation [3].
Differentially phosphorylated
forms of Maf1 can be resolved [3,4]
(more clearly shown in [3]), and it
is the least phosphorylated form
Maf1 that preferentially binds to
Rpc160 in extracts of pol III-active
as well as pol III-repressed cells.




transfer to the nucleus upon
repression [3,4].
Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A)
is required for Maf1-generated
repression of pol III and for nuclear
accumulation of Maf1 in response
to rapamycin [3,4]. Certain maf1
point mutants that are defective in
mediating repression were shown
to generate protein that is partially
defective in dephosphorylation
and in nuclear accumulation [4].
Genome-wide chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP-on-chip)
analysis showed that wild-type
Maf1 weakly associates with the
pol III transcriptome in actively
growing cells; the Maf1 ChIP
efficiency, interpreted asoccupancy, rapidly increases
under transcription repressing
conditions, though that of pol III
diminishes coordinately [3,4].
Most of these observations are
consistent with a concrete picture
of the mode of action of Maf1
(Figure 1). Under conditions of
active growth, Maf1 is largely
phosphorylated, by PKA [5], and
largely excluded from the nucleus.
Signal pathways activated by
growth-limiting conditions lead to
dephosphorylation of Maf1, by
PP2A [3], and its import into the
nucleus. In the nucleus,
hypophosphorylated Maf1 binds
to RNA polymerase III via the
Rpc160 subunit [3,4].
The precise mechanism of
repression remains to be
determined. The simplest concept,
that dephosphorylated Maf1
directly — stoichiometrically —
interferes with the recruitment of
pol III to promoters by binding to
Rpc160, fails to account for the
increased Maf1 ChIP signal upon
repression, and for the inverse
relationship with the Rpc160 ChIP
signal [3,4]. Instead, it is suggested
that Maf1 attaches to the fully
assembled initiation complex,
making it incompetent for
transcription and, in addition,
repositions pol III within the
complex so that cross-linking to
DNA is prevented [4]. Direct
evidence for the existence of Maf1-
blocked but fully assembled pol III
initiation complexes — somewhat
reminiscent of elongation-poised
pol II complexes at a Drosophila
heat shock promoter [8,9] — willbe required to validate this
proposal.
The relative transcriptional
inactivity of crude extracts
from repressed cells is efficiently
rescued by adding the
pol III-specific general
transcription factor TFIIIB — most
effectively by adding the Brf1
subunit — but not by adding
polymerase III or TFIIIC [10].
In vitro, recombinant
(unphosphorylated) Maf1 also
interferes with formation of
stable TFIIIB–promoter complexes
[10]. So it is likely that TFIIIB,
probably via its Brf1 subunit, is
a target of Maf1-mediated
repression in budding yeast
(TFIIIB has been shown to be
a target of pol III regulation in
mammals [11]).
Most interesting is a newly
reported experiment with a mutant
form of Maf1, Maf1-6SA, which
lacks all six PKA sites. Maf1-6SA
protein is nuclear under all
conditions of growth, yet this does
not lead to diminished pol III




accumulation are not sufficient for
Maf1-mediated repression; an
additional conversion step is
required to activate Maf1 as
a repressor [5]. Maf1’s effector and
target remain to be determined.
The prospects for dissecting the
mechanism of action of Maf1 on the
pol III transcription apparatus look
encouraging. The fact that Maf1
homologues are present in all
eukaryotes and that their functions
in other organisms are entirely
unknown may bring a wider
circle of participants to the
endeavor.
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It has long been known that bees
have circadian rhythms that allow
them to estimate the time of day
[1,2]. This helps them to use a sun
compass to determine correctly
the direction of home or a feeder
[2]; they can also learn to schedule
their visits to food sources to
certain times of day [3]. But can
bees also measure shorter, flexible
intervals that are not directly driven
by an endogenous biological
oscillator such as their circadian
clock (Figure 1) [4]? The
assumption that insects can
measure time — or its reciprocal,
rate — is implicit in the literature on
foraging, where there is evidence
that bees might measure flower
profitability by assessing nectar
gained per unit time [5], and cost in
terms of floral handling time [6].
An ability to measure time is
implied in the literature on insect
flight speed and distance
measurement [7,8]. And to
understand their dance language,
honeybees need to be able to
attend to the times of the various
moves [2]. The measurement of
time or rate is implicit in all of these
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Nevertheless, a basic question
about the neural representation of
time arises: is it emergent in the
activity of any neural circuit that
subserves processing with
a temporal dimension, or is it
necessary to posit a special
cognitive representation of time
[9]? The ability to attend to the
passage of time is termed interval
timing, which has been
demonstrated in a range of
vertebrate species [10,11]. This
shows that time can be represented
explicitly in non-human
animals — in estimating, and then
waiting for, a fixed time interval, an
animal is, in effect, attending to the
future, and at the same time,
Figure 1. Can bumblebees
sense the passage of time?
It has been long known that
bees can correctly estimate
the time of day by relying
on their circadian clocks.
As discussed in the text,
a new article by Boisvert
and Sherry [12] shows that
bumblebees can also mea-
sure the duration of short
intervals, potentially allow-
ing them to predict the refill
schedules of nectar-yield-
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6455–6462.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2006.08.071referring to a memory from the
past. But despite the many studies
predicated on the assumption
that insects can measure time or
some correlate of time, empirical
evidence that time itself can be
measured by insects was, until
now, lacking.
As reported recently in Current
Biology, Boisvert and Sherry [12]
used a standard fixed interval
procedure from the vertebrate
literature to probe the interval
timing capacity of bumblebees.
The behaviour was first shaped by
training a bee to obtain a sugar
reward by inserting its proboscis
through a small hole in the wall of
an experimental chamber.
Proboscis extension interrupted
a fine infra-red beam, which
triggered delivery of sucrose
reward. For the experimental
sessions, the apparatus was
programmed so that the reward
would only be delivered after
a fixed time interval had elapsed
(Figure 2). The onset of this interval
was cued by illumination of the
experimental chamber. A response
by the bee — proboscis
